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From: Chuck Magwood <chasm@chuckmagwood.ca> 
Sent: August 20, 2021 9:04 AM
To: Mara Burton <mburton@clearview.ca>
Cc: Council <council@clearview.ca>
Subject: Public Meeting August 23.21-By Law amendment re Cannabis
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Clearview email system. DO NOT open attachments or click l inks you were not specifically expecting, even from known
senders.

Ms Burton and Members of Council
 
I have reviewed the proposed amendment to By Law 06-54 and have the following questions and comments:
 

I am uncertain whether an amendment to the OP is proposed as well-but I’d suggest the OP be amended as support. Certain concepts should be
imbedded in the OP.The Town of Caledon amended both OP and by law in April 21 with the OP adopting the underlying principles  set out in the
Meridian Planning Report including:

That indoor cannabis and processing is not permitted AS OF RIGHT .
That there are know adverse effects from the HIGH IMPACT agricultural use
That new facilities must prove that they are COMPATIBLE and DO NOT HINDER surrounding agricultural operations-so the onus is on the new
user to prove its case
That multiple support studies are required-Odour,Light,Traffic impact etc

 
Lot Coverage-2 points

It is unclear how the math works-is the 10% the aggregate of the cultivation area Plus the production area?..
The percentages are too high and location on the plot is silent-this allows 2.5 acres of cannabis on a 25 acre plot-this could be along the roadway

 
200sm limit-there is no limitation on the size of a “greenhouse”-greenhouse allowed but not a hoop house.

Greenhouse size should be limited
Greenhouse definition should be amended to include a new definition of ”Cannabis Greenhouse” which must have air treatment to eliminate
cultivation odour
The 200sm should be defined to include all buildings and facilities associated with cultivation
Clarification needed that only 1 micro operation of 200sm per “lot”(huge demands on the local water system)…or rezoned to AGI

 
300m setback-2 points

The wording of this section is confusing-there is no prior reference to dwelling”(what is it?) and no definition of “farm”
Why is a “farm” penalized as being subject to a lesser standard of set back? This is unfair and makes no sense. The set back must be to the lot
line for all owners, regardless if they are “farmers” or not. The most recent review of this done by a municipality(Caledon) used lot lines (not
dwellings ) for set back measures.
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I give you my own personal case-our laneway to our “dwelling” on our 250 acre farm is 1200 meters. Your draft by law would allow cannabis
cultivation and production abutting our property lines(30m set back only). Yet we work our property to the borders-. Why should our workers be
compromised with lesser protection?

 
Site Plan Control-what controls will be required. Details should be specified in order to gauge level of protection

 
Zoning Amendment-unclear here if all new Cannabis production facilities(is this a defined term?) require a specific zoning change to the Industrial

 
Thank you for consideration of this submission.
 
Charles Magwood
4 Wheel Farm
1609 Conc 6 S
 
 
 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Clearview Township has implemented strategies to ensure we stay connected safety. Please exercise Physical
Distancing & follow Health Guidelines. Face Coverings are required in all indoor public spaces. The Township will continue to offer services in person,
but appointments are strongly recommended. Please contact staff by phone (705) 428 - 6230 or email. We appreciate your patience and understanding.
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